Clemens Romanus, Recognitiones

ff. 1-2 //multitudine sequi eum c pi. et audire qu diceret ... Vide inquit de reliquo. et
interesto tractatibus meis.//

Pseudo-Clemens Romanus, Recognitiones, trans. into Latin by Rufinus of
Aquilea, I.7-16; B. Rehm, ed., Die Pseudo-Klementinen, vol. 2, Rekognitionen in
Rufins Uebersetzung, Die Griechischen Christlichen Schriftsteller der ersten
Jahrhunderte 51 (Berlin, 1965), 10.9-16.27.

Parchment. 2 folios (1 bifolium; the leaves formed the inner bifolium of the first quire of the
manuscript). 270 x 240 mm (written space 235 x 172 mm). 2 columns. 36 lines. Ruled in lead.
Prickings in upper and outer margin.

Written in late Caroline minuscule. 1-line initials are in a mixture of uncials and square
capitals, mostly in black but occasionally in red, some of which seems to have oxydized to a
silver color; they are not set apart from the text. Punctuation consists primarily of the punctus;
there is occasional use of the punctus elevatus and the punctus versus, but these may be later
alterations of the original punctus. Hyphenation is in the same ink as the text.

Zinniker 211. The number "10" is written in ink in the upper margin of fol. 1r.